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NATO Partnerships and the Arab Spring

Executive Summary
In November 2010, heads of state and government at the Lisbon Summit called for a
“streamlining” of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) partnerships. In early 2011, the
Alliance developed a more flexible and efficient partnership policy. It did so in accordance with
the Lisbon tasking, and prepared simultaneously for a new mission, with contributions from
several partner countries, as events unfolded in Libya. These developments involved significant
NATO consultation with partner countries.
This July 2011 paper highlights the synergy between the new policy and NATO’s response
to the Libyan crisis. It points to some of the challenges facing the Alliance in the context of Operation Unified Protector, and in further developing NATO partnerships with countries south
of the Mediterranean. The paper, written well before fast-moving political and military events
significantly altered the situation in Libya, offers recommendations in preparation for the next
NATO summit so as to make best use of Alliance partnerships if the Allies decide to build on
the Libyan operation and develop a new strategic direction in the face of the tumultuous political transition in the Arab world south of the Mediterranean.
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Building on the Achievements of the Lisbon Summit
Six months prior to the November 2010 Lisbon Summit, a group of experts chaired by
Madeleine Albright provided an independent report entitled NATO 2020: Assured Security; Dynamic Engagement to the NATO Secretary-General.1 This report was developed in response
to the Secretary-General’s expressed desire to consult prior to launching the internal drafting
process of the 2010 Strategic Concept within NATO. The Alliance was struck by the importance
devoted to NATO partnerships in the report. In turn, the Strategic Concept raised the profile of
partnerships by elevating cooperative security to the level of “essential core tasks” for the Alliance—one of the three tasks alongside collective security and crisis management.2 NATO heads
of state and government at the Lisbon Summit, while adopting the Strategic Concept, also devoted particular attention to partnerships in their own Summit Declaration.3 They reiterated the
commitment to developing political dialogue and practical cooperation with NATO partners,
and directed the North Atlantic Council to develop “a more efficient and flexible partnership
policy” in time for the April 2011 Foreign Ministers’ meeting in Berlin.4
On April 15, 2011, in Berlin, NATO Foreign Ministers endorsed the new partnership policy
developed and agreed with partners.5 In essence, this policy document provided for increased
flexibility in using NATO partnership tools and mechanisms now at the disposal of all partners
beyond those of Partnership for Peace.6 It also allowed for increased consultation in flexible formats potentially available to all NATO partners, and possibly other significant interlocutors on
issues of common concerns. Finally, it provided for a more structured role for partner countries
contributing to NATO-led operations. This came at a time when partners from the south were
closely consulted in the context of Operation Unified Protector.
In developing the Lisbon agenda, Allies had not anticipated the dramatic events that were
to unfold in the southern rim of the Mediterranean, sweeping countries from Egypt to Libya in
the spring of 2011. A wind of political change led to regional upheaval and ultimately to armed
conflict, resulting in a new NATO-led operation in the particular case of Libya. In responding
to the Libyan crisis, NATO, following its March 27 decision,7 immediately reached out to all of
its partners formally in an extended format beyond the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council and,
informally, through quiet diplomacy between the leadership of NATO and partner representatives. NATO was particularly interested in the contribution and support from its Arab partners.8
In this context, the Alliance relied on its existing partnership frameworks with countries of the
Mediterranean Dialogue (MD)9 and those of the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI)10 for the
Persian Gulf region, which had often been criticized in the past for a lack of vision and limited
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Figure 1. NATO Partnerships

Source: Government Accountability Office (GAO), NATO Partnerships: DOD Needs to Assess U.S.
Assistance in Response to the Partnership for Peace Program, GAO-10-1015 (Washington, DC: GAO,
September 2010), 25.

concrete results in the area of defense cooperation failing to bind these partners to the Alliance.11 And yet these partnerships proved most useful as Allies needed to consult quickly and
decisively to gain the necessary political and military support to engage effectively in the region
as it deployed Operation Unified Protector.12 The Alliance thus reaffirmed the importance of its
partnerships in practice, as it was finalizing its new partnership policy.
In the light of events and the so-called Arab Spring, some already argue that there may be
scope for increased NATO interest in the south, and possible new demands in the near future
from its southern partners.13 NATO’s new engagement in the south was certainly not a political
design from the Lisbon Summit; it was the result of unforeseen circumstances, quickly met by
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NATO’s ability to respond to new political-military requirements in the face of events unfolding in a region where the Alliance counted a number of well-established relations. Interestingly enough, developments on the ground and NATO’s ability to reach out to partners in the
context of Operation Unified Protector reinforced the objective of the Lisbon Summit, which
called for a “more efficient and flexible partnership policy,” streamlining partnership tools and
mechanisms, opening them to all, and enhancing consultation mechanisms. These new policy
developments might become of particular relevance to partners of the Gulf region and MD.
One should, however, resist the temptation to interpret recent Allies’ engagement in the
region as the prime result of a new direction in NATO’s partnerships. In fact, such a decision
would likely be divisive within the Alliance.14 If anything, these events have provided the context
for reinforcing the validity of a longstanding commitment to partnership within the Alliance, its
significance in the context of NATO-led operations, along with the necessity to preserve some
of its core principles, such as that of “specificity” when it comes to various partnerships.
In developing increased efficiency and flexibility for the future of NATO partnerships,
while consulting with partners on their roles and contributions in the particular case of Operation Unified Protector, Allies were reminded of two longstanding premises of partnership: first,
NATO operations cannot be conceived without the contributions of partners; and, second, each
region and partnership has its own dynamic and requires a tailored approach.

Preparing for the 2012 Chicago Summit
While some partners will be invited to join the International Security Assistance Force
meeting as troop-contributing nations to the NATO-led operation in Afghanistan, others will
be in attendance for specific meetings that may also take place in the context of this summit—be
it a meeting of the NATO-Russia Council, a meeting of the NATO-Ukraine Commission, or
a meeting of the NATO-Georgia Council. All partner heads of state and government may be
gathered in a meeting of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council with their allied counterparts.
Alternatively—or perhaps in addition—as foreseen in Lisbon, and in accordance with the Lisbon Declaration,15 a larger number of heads of state and government, possibly from BRICS
(Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) countries could conceivably join the summit as
significant interlocutors in today’s security environment.
It is too early to tell who will be invited to the NATO Summit and what will be on the
agenda of the various meetings. Nonetheless, it is safe to assume that the NATO-led operation
in Libya and its consequences on NATO partnerships could generate widespread interest and
loom large in the summit preparations. Moreover, the Chicago Summit will take place back-to-
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back with the Group of Eight (G8) Summit. In the context of the G8 event, there may be a meeting of the G8 + 5, which would bring Brazil, China, India, Mexico, and South Africa around
the G8 table. BRICS representatives, therefore, could be present in the United States at the time
of the NATO Summit and could conceivably be invited to join a “big tent event” to discuss the
lessons learned from the Libyan crisis and exchange views with Allies on potential common
security challenges emanating from the southern shore of the Mediterranean.
This paper presents the case for hosting a “big tent meeting” in Chicago, bringing NATO
partners along with new interlocutors from countries to organizations, which may have an interest in discussing with NATO its current commitment to Libya and exchange views on peace
and stability in North Africa and the Gulf region in the wake of the Arab Spring. At the same
time, the paper points to some serious challenges facing both the Alliance internally, as well as
NATO partnerships, in developing such an agenda based on Operation Unified Protector and
NATO’s potential role beyond the Libyan crisis. While the paper recognizes the benefit of a
“more efficient and flexible partnership policy” developed in the wake of the Lisbon Summit,
and the possibility to build on these achievements to enhance relations with countries from the
MD and the ICI, it cautions against the pitfalls of a new strategic direction which would take
NATO farther south,16 and stresses the need to reach out to other significant security interlocutors, if it is to develop a balanced role south of the Mediterranean.

NATO Looking South?
The Challenge of Maintaining Consensus
NATO’s engagement in Libya, despite its sound legal and political basis, has faced significant challenges in terms of internal cohesion and external pressure on the Alliance. While
the current mandate for the NATO-led operation in Libya has been renewed until the end of
September 2011,17 different political interests within the Alliance in the face of the Libyan conflict have proven particularly challenging. From the early days of consultations within NATO,
prior to the March 27 decision to launch Operation Unified Protector, differences of approach
and diverging political interests on the part of various Allies, notably France, Germany, and
Turkey, did not escape the media.18 Again in June, consensus was challenged immediately
following the meeting of NATO Defense Ministers, which reiterated the Alliance’s agreement
to stay the course and keep up the pressure until NATO goals were achieved.19 Days after the
NATO meeting on June 22, Italian Foreign Minister Franco Frattini called for an immediate
suspension of the campaign in the face of civilian casualties in the wake of NATO airstrikes to
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allow for humanitarian aid to reach people in need.20 This reversal of position was confirmed
2 days later by Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, who pushed toward political mediation at
a European Union (EU) Summit on June 24 to deliver a final solution to the Libyan crisis.
Some may argue that this has more to do with internal Italian politics than civilian casualties,
but the point is that consensus around the NATO-led operation cannot be taken for granted.
For as long as public opinion has supported allied military engagement against the forces of
Muammar Qadhafi, consensus within NATO was likely to be maintained.21 It is worth noting that
Italy has been the country whose public was most opposed to the hostilities in Libya, hence the Italian government’s show of impatience. Since France seemed the least challenged by its own public
opinion and domestic opposition, it has been able to shoulder a leading role in the air campaign,
which suited well President Nicolas Sarkozy and his political ambitions, giving him an opportunity
to appear as a strong leader in the run up to the 2012 presidential election. In any event, time is not
on NATO’s side, and the longer Libyan internal hostilities persist in the absence of final political settlement and a stabilization process, the more challenging it is for the Alliance to maintain consensus
and ultimately to preserve support and credibility in the region for long-term partnership activities.
Various governments engaged in diplomatic talks in search of a political solution to the
Libyan crisis—from France, United Kingdom, the United States, Italy, Turkey, and others within
the Alliance, to the Russian Federation and others outside the Alliance. The lack of a unified diplomatic approach, despite the existence of the Libya Contact Group,22 generated some confusion
in the face of numerous initiatives often competing with one another. While there was consensus
on the need for an immediate ceasefire, initiatives varied in terms of which Libyan parties to involve in the process of reaching a political settlement.23 The Transitional National Council (TNC)
opposing Qadhafi forces was inimical to any negotiated settlement—which would have allowed
Qadhafi to stay in Libya—and looked for nothing short of expelling him and his close entourage.24
Final settlement in Libya months into the NATO-led operation is still pending. In spite of
international attempts at a negotiated settlement between Qadhafi forces and the so-called TNC
rebels, this proved impossible. The TNC takeover of Tripoli in mid-August put an end to this
option. The rebels will now have to prepare for transition in Libya ensuring inclusive political
representation in future government institutions and the electoral process, while guaranteeing
territorial integrity. This will likely take months, and NATO will remain engaged abiding by its
commitments until the TNC decides with the international community on the requirements
after Operation Unified Protector.
In this volatile environment, NATO has maneuvered in a precarious situation. It has had to
carry forward an operation in the face of a fragile consensus, but without direct leverage in the
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diplomatic search for a political settlement. Moreover, it has had to rely on bilateral efforts from
some of its member states and on broader efforts from the international community. A postconflict
settlement among various Libyan entities may be reached prior to the Chicago Summit. However,
its sustainability and the follow-on reconstruction in Libya will most likely remain on the agenda of
the international community, with a likely yet undefined supporting role for NATO in this transition process well beyond the summit. In this context, a “big tent meeting” in Chicago would provide
Allies with an opportunity to review NATO’s role and strategy in Libya and offer a broader forum
to exchange views on lessons learned from Operation Unified Protector involving key interlocutors
in the field of security who voted in support of the United Nations Security Council Resolution
(UNSCR) 1973, yet not necessarily in support of the NATO-led operation as it unfolded. Reaching
out to these countries will also provide an opportunity to look beyond the NATO-led operation
into future support to the broader effort of the international community, as it may be called upon to
support the TNC in its transition efforts toward reconstruction in this war-torn society.

Working Toward a Comprehensive Approach
Transition to a successful political settlement has always been a thorny issue in crisis management. NATO has often argued in the context of its operations that a military solution alone
does not suffice to manage today’s complex crises and operations, and has urged the international community to work together toward a “comprehensive approach” to addressing current
operations and reconstructions efforts.25 The NATO-led Operation Unified Protector showed
progress in terms of NATO’s partnership with other international and regional organizations.
Recent institutional gains in developing the political will and working out mechanisms for consultation between organizations proved most useful. While it was still fresh and habits of consultation had not yet set in, the NATO Secretary-General was able to quickly establish contacts
with his counterparts and engage in high diplomacy in the context of the NATO March 27 decision to take on the whole military operation in Libya in implementation of UNSCR 1973. Within hours and over the first few days, contacts were established with the UN, EU, Arab League,
African Union, Gulf Cooperation Council, and others such as the Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs at the highest level. This was handled in the spirit of a comprehensive
approach requiring “all actors to contribute in a concerted effort, based on a shared sense of
responsibility, openness and determination and taking into account their respective strengths,
mandate and roles, as well as their decision-making autonomy.”26
In terms of NATO’s comprehensive approach, much progress has been achieved at the
leadership level. In the context of the Libyan crisis, heads of international organizations quickly
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shared information and reached out to each other in times of emergency, bringing the valueadded of each organization to bear in search of a political settlement. That said, as the Libyan
case will likely show, the shift from a military operation to political settlement as well as reconstruction efforts remains a challenge, and will require constant and thorough efforts to integrate
the necessary action, coordination, and transition from military to civilian efforts.
The Libyan case has already demonstrated the challenge in mobilizing and preparing for
postconflict leadership beyond the NATO-led operation. The NATO Secretary-General at the
June NATO meeting of Defense Ministers called on the international community, the Libyan
contact group, and other civilian organizations to start investing in this transition.27 The ultimate challenge that Operation Unified Protector will likely show in the months to come will lie
in the transition from an operational environment to that of a reconstruction phase. To that
end, it will continue to be important for NATO to develop new capabilities and mechanisms to
reach out to civilians and the private sector.
Peacetime efforts on the part of NATO strategic commanders (Supreme Allied Commander Europe and Supreme Allied Commander Transformation) should be pursued, thereby enhancing allied capabilities to respond to crises and further operationalize the concept of a comprehensive approach. These efforts include integrating training and education and developing
the necessary modules/packages to deploy military forces, humanitarian relief assistance, and
other civilian contributions, including capabilities from the private sector to ensure smoother
transition to postconflict efforts.
Different political interests from one international organization to another will remain and
continue to create challenges in terms of partnership between organizations. At the same time,
these diverging interests may enrich the international community by providing additional options in developing a necessary political settlement to a particular crisis. While diversity is challenging when building consensus, it may prove to be an asset in terms of political settlement.
The Libyan crisis may benefit, for instance, from the differences of approach in the African
Union and Gulf Cooperation Council. The former was originally amenable to finding a political
settlement, which included Qadhafi, while the latter was more inclined to search for a solution
that excluded the challenged leader and his entourage. The Libyan crisis and its outcome will
ultimately have an impact for both Arabs and Africans alike. Africa has traditionally been a
place for long debates in search of consensus, where everyone has a voice and has to be heard.
One can build on this tradition.
In that context, a big tent event in Chicago that brings the relevant organizations and interested parties (beyond well-established partners and troop contributors) would offer a useful
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forum to enhance dialogue toward sustaining a much needed political settlement on the ground
in Libya. Moreover, it would position NATO as an important player among many, and put in
context the Alliance’s decision to intervene militarily in Libya on March 27, addressing the concerns of those who see in NATO’s decision a desire to “expand south.”

NATO Partnerships and the South
Reaching Beyond Existing Membership Within Partnership Frameworks
The political and military support of Arab and African countries beyond the partnership relations that bind NATO to its MD and ICI partners will be crucial. There is currently
a clear divide between the 11 countries in North Africa and the Gulf region that have established relations with NATO and those who did not join these frameworks. Opposition
to NATO-led operation in the region from countries outside of the NATO partnership
frameworks, such as Oman, will need to be taken into consideration in order to develop a
balanced approach to the NATO-led operation in Libya. It is worth noting that Libya itself
was not among NATO’s 11 partners south of the Mediterranean. As in the case of Iraq and
Afghanistan, it is likely that NATO will eventually look to develop a long-term partnership with Libya beyond Operation Unified Protector. There may be scope for engaging in
a dialogue with countries that may have refrained from or opposed partnership with the
Alliance until now, but that cannot be excluded from NATO’s involvement in the region if
the Alliance has to develop a balanced approach to developments in North Africa and the
Gulf region.
There is also a clear divide among the 11 NATO partners from the south, which has
proved challenging at times—notwithstanding the fact that existing frameworks were most
useful in the early days of the crisis as NATO decided to deploy Operation Unified Protector.
Indeed, differences of opinion were quickly apparent among African and Arab partners with
countries of the Gulf considering the Libyan crisis an “Arab” issue rather than an African
one. These differences were mirrored in the approach of the African Union to the Libyan
crisis compared to that of the Gulf Cooperation Council. The region south of the Mediterranean is far from homogeneous. In fact, the MD and ICI have not resulted in vibrant
cooperative frameworks in the past, in part due to their lack of common purpose and common approach to security challenges. Internal divisions within these groups of countries and
between NATO partners and neighboring countries harboring misgivings vis-à-vis NATO
recall the limits of these partnerships.28 That said, some representatives from the Gulf region
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(ICI partners) during consultations with NATO in the early days of Operation Unified Protector were quick to point out the need to gain African support. Thus, enhanced and inclusive political dialogue may have to be further developed as the Alliance considers a broader
cooperative role in the region.
While there may be scope for enhancing political dialogue and reaching out beyond the
membership of MD and ICI in search for broader common understandings between NATO
and partners south of the Mediterranean, practical cooperation with these countries may still be
challenging in the near term. First, as already mentioned, the MD and ICI have yielded limited
results in terms of practical cooperation. The Arab Spring may have changed the political reality for a number of NATO partners in the region and may ultimately affect partners’ interest in
what NATO has to offer to assist them in the face of political changes in their societies, but they
are not yet “demandeurs.” Second, practical cooperation may not be as important as political
dialogue in the immediate aftermath of Operation Unified Protector. A broader exchange of
views in search of common understandings may become more relevant, as exchanging information, building trust, and assessing risks and threats as perceived by different parties will be
required to assist countries in defining how to best address the Arab Spring and search for common responses to common challenges.

Challenges and Opportunities of “Specific” Partnerships in Addressing Political
Transition in Countries South of the Mediterranean
Beyond political dialogue, practical cooperation will always be an option if required. Over
the past 15 years, NATO has accumulated considerable experience in assisting partners of Central and Eastern Europe in their defense-related transformation agendas. The Alliance could
easily draw on its tools and mechanisms. It could draw, for instance, from its Individual Partnership Action Plan to assist a partner interested in creating its own defense within a democratic system of checks and balances that has a modern administration and accountable planning,
budgeting, and resources management. NATO could also draw from its Planning and Review
Process to assist a partner in modernizing its armed forces, building the necessary capabilities
for defense transformation, allowing for a transfer of best practices in the area of defense planning and budgeting, possibly assisting also in the “demilitarization” of some of the security sector administrations, and developing modern personnel management systems.
Through partnership, NATO has developed expertise over the years, promoted good practices in civilian control and oversight of the military, and addressed issues of corruption in
the security sector, notably through its Building Integrity Initiative. Partnering with nongov-
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ernmental organizations, such as Transparency International, NATO experts are able to provide assistance in developing transparency, accountability, and integrity in the security sector,
thereby assisting in the development of good governance. It should be noted that this type of
assistance—based on a shared interest in “good governance” rather than on “democratic values”
that originally bound Allies to their partners of Central and Eastern Europe—might be a more
appropriate base for future cooperative projects with partners south of the Mediterranean.
Perhaps even more relevant for NATO’s southern partners in the long term, the Alliance has
devoted significant efforts to training and education programs. These programs provide partners
with required assistance from professional educators to develop their cadres in the armed forces,
thereby assisting in the design of their own curriculum to teach their military and security forces.
At times, NATO also provided simple expertise to a particular group of countries, such as the
South East Europe Security Cooperation Steering Group (SEEGROUP), favoring a process owned
and directed by a group of countries rather than negotiated with individual partners.
Countries of North Africa and the Gulf region, however, are not Central and Eastern Europe. They are not bound by a common objective to join the Alliance. There is no need for
NATO to assist North African or Gulf countries in preparing for membership. There is not even
the indirect incentive of EU membership toward which NATO could contribute. But there is
potentially a useful contribution that NATO could make to African and Arab partner countries:
helping them build their own capacities. A specific demand from a partner country or regional
organization would have to be forthcoming. It should not be excluded that countries in North
Africa and the Gulf region decide to focus in the future on their own regional means and ability
to deal with a particular crisis.29
In the short term, Arab countries facing political transition from North Africa to the Gulf
region are unlikely to be rushing to NATO for a miraculous transition package. Governments
facing uprisings and challenges to their authority will be confronted first and foremost by socioeconomic realities. Neighboring countries will be affected by migration flux and potential refugee crises as uprisings persist. Calls on the international community for assistance to transition
governments would likely be in the socioeconomic sphere, addressing organizations such as the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, UN agencies, African Development Bank, or
European Union. Assistance in civilian institution-building to face elections, the independence
of the judiciary and legislatures, along with calls to ensure border security, will likely be given
priority over defense and security reform.
NATO may still have a particular role to play beyond the NATO-led operation in the near
term as it prepares for the Chicago Summit. It could enhance political dialogue by reaching out
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broadly to pave the way for possible practical cooperation in the long run, assuming there is an
interest south of the Mediterranean to partner with NATO beyond Operation Unified Protector.
The operation in Libya will likely have far-reaching consequences on the Alliance’s ability to
develop a genuine partnership with countries of North Africa and the Gulf region. While it is
too early to draw conclusions on the consequences of the operation, one can safely assume that
an inclusive dialogue will be necessary to explain NATO to North Africans and to populations
in the Gulf region in order to nurture political contacts at the highest levels. In the wake of Operation Unified Protector, NATO will have to reach out more broadly to countries in the region
beyond its MD and ICI partners, as one does not win many hearts through air strikes even in
the case of a successful outcome.
Despite 15 to 20 years of NATO partnerships in various regions—in North Africa, the
Gulf region, Central and Eastern Europe, Central Asia, even reaching beyond to “partners
around the globe”—the Alliance has not dispelled longstanding misperceptions about its
roles and policies in today’s security environment, at times even prompting questions about
its raison d’être 20 years after the end of the Cold War. In many ways, NATO’s image south of
the Mediterranean is close to the perception prevailing in Russia and essentially plagued by a
fundamental lack of trust.
Practical cooperation with skeptical partners has not yielded mutual understanding. Despite concrete programs of courses, training, exercises, and visits over the years aimed at military-to-military cooperation, political dialogue has lagged behind with these partners falling
short of developing common views and addressing differences of threat perceptions. Skepticism
has hampered some partners in developing the necessary trust for cooperation to take root.
As NATO prepares for the Chicago Summit and looks beyond the 2012 horizon, the task in
partnership will be to seek and develop relations with countries that may not want to embrace
NATO yet, but who still recognize that the Alliance is a key player in today’s security environment. These countries may be prepared to develop a partnership with NATO in search of
common approaches to common challenges despite major differences on fundamental issues,
basically “agreeing to disagree” on some issues while cooperating on others. The NATO-Russia
partnership may offer some insights into this type of partnership.
In the context of the Libyan crisis, and irrespective of the NATO-Russia so-called strategic
partnership, the Russian position has been critical of allied efforts in Operation Unified Protector, with Prime Minister Vladimir Putin comparing the operation to “medieval crusades.”30 The
Russian president, for his part, showed some moderation in his comments recalling publicly
that the military operation was sanctioned by the international community and aimed at pro-
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tecting civilians from Qadhafi-led forces.31 However, as time went by and casualties started to
make the headlines, Russia stressed the importance of an immediate ceasefire and engaged in
mediation in search of national reconciliation in Libya, nominating its own special envoy of the
Russian president for the region, Mikhail Margelov. Recognizing the legitimacy of UNSCR 1973
and the political and operational support of a number of countries in North Africa and the Gulf
region, Russian leadership was hard pressed to forcefully criticize NATO. Nonetheless, Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov gave an interview to Bloomberg June 1 in which he did not shy away
from accusing Western powers of misusing “all necessary means” in the context of UNSCR
1973, stating that they were “going far beyond the declared goal and the purposes of the resolution, and beyond the original request of the Arab League.”32
One could have argued, however, that as the international community was looking for a
negotiated settlement, the Russian government was well positioned to contribute to these efforts,33
with an approach similar to the African Union aimed at mediating between rebel forces and the
Qadhafi regime, balancing between Tripoli and Benghazi to ensure territorial integrity and a national solution. According to Minister Lavrov, Russian mediation was in fact mandated or at least
sanctioned by the G8 Summit in France at the end of May 2011, responding to an appeal from
President Nicolas Sarkozy, President Barack Obama, and other summit participants.34 Moreover,
despite differences in views, the NATO-Russia Council has discussed the Libyan crisis, and during
the recent NATO Secretary-General visit to Russia on July 4, 2011, President Dmitry Medvedev
hosted a meeting between the Secretary-General and President Jacob Zuma of South Africa to
discuss the Libyan crisis.35 More recently, during his visit to Washington in July 2011, Minister
Lavrov suggested to his American host to seek and include Chinese views on the Libyan crisis.
While the idea of a negotiated settlement in Libya failed, there is still a broad international interest in a sustainable final settlement to the Libyan crisis, which paves the way to a
secure and stable Libya. After a settlement, Libya can resume its oil production and engage
in reconstruction. The Chicago Summit offers an occasion to reach out to countries that may
not have been invited to NATO summits before, but that may share with the Alliance a common interest today in stability and security south of the Mediterranean. Based on this common interest, NATO would effectively be reaching out to countries that may not share allied
values but whose different perspectives around the summit table might help the Alliance to
contribute effectively to enhanced security and stability. As Allies prepare to draw lessons
from Operation Unified Protector and exchange views with their partners, reaching out to
significant interlocutors in the security field and broadening political dialogue may be in the
interest of Allies and partners alike.
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Chicago 2012: Libya and the Summit Agenda
At the upcoming NATO Summit, the agenda will be dominated by the concern over allied
resources at a time of defense spending cuts and the need to protect core Alliance capabilities in
the face of budgetary constraints. Given the preoccupations of the host country in an election
year, the overall theme of the NATO Summit will likely go more in the direction of “protecting”
rather than “expanding.” The summit does not have to be an inward looking event, however,
mainly focused on NATO internal business. NATO-led operations will figure prominently on
the agenda, and a large number of partners and other significant interlocutors in today’s security environment may join Allies in Chicago.

“Smart Defense”
It is expected that one of the key themes will be “smart defense,”36 a concept coined by the
NATO Secretary-General in an attempt to identify capability areas where NATO Allies needed
to keep investing and work multinationally to mitigate the decline in defense spending, and
thus address some of the concerns raised last June by the outgoing U.S. Secretary of Defense
Robert Gates.37 NATO-led operations, and Operation Unified Protector in particular, are not
irrelevant to the current NATO capability debate. First, as outlined by the Secretary-General,
the NATO-led operation in Libya has shown that “in addition to frontline capabilities, such as
fighter-bombers and warships, so-called enablers, such as surveillance and refueling aircraft, as
well as drones, are critical parts of any modern operation.”38 As the price of military equipment
rises and defense budgets decline, the Allies will have to identify what they can do jointly at a
lower cost and more efficiently.
Second, Operation Unified Protector has woken up the Alliance to the fact that the United
States may not always take the lead in future NATO-led operations. Washington is facing its
own budgetary challenges, and burden-sharing within the Alliance seems more relevant than
ever. This will likely push the debate on European contributions to security to the fore and
into the public domain. The issue could trigger a divisive debate, insofar as European defense
spending cuts may affect Europe’s ability to take care of crises even at its periphery, and turn
the United States slowly but surely away from the original transatlantic bargain at the heart of
NATO, given American taxpayers’ unlikely support for what might be perceived as unequal
burden-sharing in Euro-Atlantic security.
That said, Operation Unified Protector has pointed to an alternative to this gloomy scenario. It may come to symbolize American success in convincing its Allies that Europeans had
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to take a greater share of the burden and assume greater responsibility for security in Europe’s
periphery. Operation Unified Protector has also served as a reminder that NATO is the only
organization with the command and control ability to take over such a complex operation, even
allowing the United States to play a pivotal but supporting role. Despite regular press reports on
the lack of sufficient strike capabilities, the Alliance was still the only organization willing and
able to respond swiftly to the military requirements in Libya and sustain the operation to date.
It has been argued that the operation was sustained by only a small number of Allies (eight)
with a few partners. However, American assets and capabilities made available to European Allies were critical. One might argue that rather than a shortage of capabilities, Allies might suffer
more from political rather than military constraints. Ensuring the necessary political will from
capitals to support NATO-led operations and to create consensus may be as challenging in the
future as maintaining military capabilities, especially at a time of budget cuts.
In light of these considerations at the heart of NATO’s decisionmaking and ability to act
militarily, one might wonder whether the NATO-led operation in Libya could seriously lead to
similar missions in the near future. First, the Arab Spring seems to point to more unrest looming from Arab countries in transition from Egypt to Yemen and Syria to name but a few. Social
media are replete with exchanges on this issue. It also testifies to considerable uneasiness on the
part of the populations with the ongoing transition process in their countries, often pointing to
fear of violence as a more likely outcome than peaceful transition. Would NATO be prepared to
intervene militarily elsewhere in the region based on what has so far been perceived as a NATO
success in Libya? For those who thought once again that NATO intervention in Libya would
be limited and quick, lessons from the past 10 to 15 years have not registered. The difficulties
encountered in search of a political settlement in Libya point to the challenge facing any future
military intervention in countries in the midst of political transition: it is easier to get in than to
get out. The one constant in contemporary complex operations lies in their unpredictability and
the need for maximum flexibility in terms of international response.
Some analysts have argued logically that the European Union should prepare to lead
peacekeeping efforts in a post-Qadhafi Libya and take an operational role in its periphery in
support of its Common Security and Defense Policy ambitions.39 A UN-authorized “EU force”
to be deployed for 4 to 6 months would be an option according to these analysts and would
give the UN time to set up its own force. However, no one seems to volunteer on the part of the
EU, and it may well be that the next crisis lands on NATO’s desk in the absence of alternatives
despite clear statements from Allies that there is no intention and no plan for deploying ground
troops to Libya. That said, many had predicted that Afghanistan was likely to be the last NATO
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out of area mission, but Libya proved them wrong. Similarly, it may be too soon to conclude that
there will be no other NATO-led mission in the region. In today’s financial environment, the
debate might point toward NATO focusing on short-term UN-mandated “bridging missions”
from an open crisis to a political settlement. The outcome of Operation Unified Protector and
the transition to reconstruction in Libya will be significant in this debate.
The transatlantic partnership embodied in NATO continues to be the main driving force in
global security as the international community has witnessed in the context of the Libyan crisis. But
“For how long?” asked the NATO Secretary-General in a recent article,40 pointing to the spending
gap and “relative decline of European defense spending compared to that of emerging powers and
to the United States.” Besides the defense spending argument, which points to China having tripled
its defense spending in the last 10 years, while India increased its own by nearly 60 percent, the political argument needs to be made in support of an inclusive political dialogue involving countries
such as China, India, Russia, and other emerging powers in search of political solutions to crises
such as Libya. Their interest in security and stability south of the Mediterranean was clear when
they allowed the United Nations Security Council to act through UNSCR 1973. Their approach
and national interests may differ from that of the Euro-Atlantic community, as Russian criticisms
levelled against the NATO-led operation reminded the international community. Nonetheless, the
political support of emerging powers will remain essential for the Alliance, not only in the context
of future UNSCRs but also in its efforts to reach sustainable political settlements in conflicts, such
as the one plaguing Libya. Even though BRICS countries did not volunteer to contribute militarily
and put their military might at the disposal of the coalition,41 which intervened in Libya in March
2011, they remain potential contributors to a broader political dialogue.

“Smart Partnerships”
As NATO prepares for its next summit, Operation Unified Protector has already pointed to a few
lessons learned. First, the operation has reminded the Alliance that consensus in the face of complex
operations cannot be taken for granted, and that a NATO-led operation south of the Mediterranean,
while closer to Europe than Afghanistan, will not escape the difficulty of maintaining consensus over
time. Any interest within the Alliance for a new strategic direction for missions south of the Mediterranean would have to contend with the challenges of internal cohesion and consensus-building—in
particular at a time of budgetary constraints. Second, security challenges emanating from the south
would require a broader political dialogue reaching out beyond the membership of existing NATO
partnership frameworks. The 2012 Chicago Summit may be an opportunity to engage in “smart
partnerships”: essentially reaching out to countries that may not share the same democratic values as
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the Allies or use the same approach in addressing international security challenges, but who represent interests from the broader international community and, as such, may contribute significantly
to security challenges coming from North Africa and the Gulf region.
In the context of the Arab Spring, smart partnerships would argue for reaching out first to
countries in North Africa and the Gulf region that have not yet shown any interest in joining the
MD or ICI but that may find an interest in joining a broader dialogue in support of Arab countries
facing political transition in an effort to avert military intervention.42 Second, smart partnerships
would pursue new cooperative avenues in bringing NATO and the EU closer together in an effort to help Arab countries transitioning toward new political systems and reform their security
sectors, should there be an interest on the part of these challenged governments to reach out to
Western institutions to assist in their reform process.43 Third, smart partnerships in the wake of
the Libyan crisis could open the way to a broader political dialogue with emerging powers, which
might share an interest in a peaceful settlement of the Libyan crisis, and would welcome an opportunity to contribute to a broader security dialogue on security and stability talks in the region.
Finally, as NATO considers its strategic interests south of the Mediterranean and how to
make best use of existing partnerships in support of allied contributions to peace and stability
in North Africa and the Gulf region, a broad dialogue with emerging powers would be essential
to inform the Alliance on broader issues of significance when dealing with the region. NATO
would have to tread carefully in light of significant shifts and new power games at play in the
Gulf, which will only increase in the wake of American withdrawal from Iraq. Power games
between Arabs and Persians in the region, with Iran’s potential influence on Shiite uprisings (as
was the case in Bahrain recently), give a whole new dimension to explosive situations in various countries from Yemen to Syria, not to forget continued unrest in countries such as Egypt
and others in North Africa. As NATO establishes new relationships in the southern rim of the
Mediterranean, Iran’s regional role and influence cannot be ignored and will call on the Alliance to be open to transparent consultations with its partners in the region and to dialogue on
proliferation and missile defense as potential areas of common interest.
Moreover, the potential role of Turkey as it asserts itself as a regional power will influence
NATO policy and direction with regard to the southern rim of the Mediterranean, especially in
the light of American withdrawal from Iraq and limited, albeit pivotal American engagement
in Libya. That said, southern Allies may have an interest in being proactive in the face of destabilizing political transition in Arab countries, but may prefer to address this challenge through
bilateral relations or possibly through the European Union, as was the case in the recent past.
Addressing security issues emanating from the southern rim of the Mediterranean bilaterally
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might help avoid any divisive debate within the Alliance between northern and southern Allies given the likely diverging interests and threat perceptions between them. Moreover, Allies
would thus avoid a difficult debate on “prioritization” within partnerships as additional funding
would be required to further develop southern partnerships, possibly at the expense of eastern
and other partnerships. However, bilateral relations may not be the most efficient way to assist
political transition in Arab countries. Moreover, what would that say about NATO’s ability to
respond to current threats and challenges? What would it say about the relevance of multilateralism to address today’s most pressing security challenges?
To recall the words of the group of experts in their report NATO 2020 issued a year ago,
NATO is facing “a New Era of Partnerships.”44 To stay relevant in today’s security environment,
the Alliance has to engage with potential new partners and with emerging powers associating
them to a broad dialogue in search for political settlement of disputes, which are likely to impact them as much as Allies, and engage them on issues related to new threats and challenges.
Potential areas of common interest include the Libyan crisis, energy security, proliferation, and
missile defense to name but a few. NATO does not need a formal partnership arrangement to
generate a productive working dialogue with emerging powers and potential new partners. It
does, however, need to take advantage of opportunities for dialogue, such as the upcoming
NATO Summit in Chicago, as well as opportunities for collaboration when they arise.45 The
People’s Republic of China, for instance, has participated alongside units from allied countries
in the course of UN peace operations and antipiracy patrols around the Gulf of Aden already.
Some countries in Central and South Asia have a major stake in maintaining stability in the
Middle East and North Africa, which is known in China as West Asia. There is sufficient flexibility within NATO partnerships’ policy, tools, and mechanisms to allow for their participation,
be it on an ad hoc basis or making use of flexible formats to develop both political dialogue and
military-to-military cooperation through a “variable geometry” approach. The real question is
whether there will be political will to engage on their part and sufficient effort on the part of
Allies to reach out to countries who may not share the same values as those of the Alliance and
its current partners.
As the United States prepares to host the next NATO summit, back-to-back with the G8
Summit, it may consider ways to enrich the transatlantic partnership embodied in NATO and
reach out to emerging powers in an effort to bring together America, Europe, and Asia in a
broader security dialogue to address common challenges and develop common responses. This
would be particularly relevant at a time when the American public and Congress seem to focus
increasingly beyond Europe. The NATO-led operation in Libya could be an opportunity to de-
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velop such a broader security dialogue, as productive relationships with other countries and organizations will continue to enable NATO to be better informed, more capable, better prepared,
and smarter at what it does. The post–Cold War era created an opportunity for NATO to reach
out to former adversaries as they indicated an interest in partnering with the Alliance. Today’s
emerging powers and emerging security challenges present NATO with new opportunities for
reaching out beyond its comfort zone, beyond those who think alike and share the same values.
Allies will have to remain outward-looking and show increased flexibility to meet the security
challenges of the 21st century.
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